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UNI Indian student considers grant an investment
we need," Bigbce said.Hy Julie Hint

"My scholarship shows an investment in mo that I must
continue my education to make all Indians aware how
much they can achieve it" they are willing," said Janice
Biuhoo, a second-yea- r graduate student in I'.conomic De-

velopment for Native American People at the DNL Col-

lege of Business Administration.

At the national level, Bigbce said her chances of in-

forming native American people of the graduate program
will not be a lot greater. The encouragement behind it is
the key.

schools in 34 states for the award of $1,975 from the of-
fice ol Indian lulucation within IILW.

Bigbce. 46, received her bachelor of arts at the Univer-
sity of Maryland. Later she started her graduate study at
Howard University in Washington, D.C., where she learned
about the grant money and applied.

"I've been receiving grants for VA years including my
two years spent here. So far with my grant money I have
enough to begin my Ph.D. program, Bigbec said.

Bigbce said her goal is to influence policy on the nat-
ional level for the welfare of native American Indians.

"My parents were forced to quit school in the 8th
grade to find work. Today it's realized how important the
financing of college students is to attain the professionals

"The ultra-conservati- Reagan appears as a strong'
threat to the program. My hopes are that he will help usBibee, a Comanche from Oklahoma, was one of 22?

American Indian students awarded fellowships under the
Indian Hducation Act, according to the U.S. Department
of lulucation.

along in the long process ol educationg our people. Big-be- e

said.

According to Bigbce, if the federal government hired
her in Washington, it would mean commuting to and from
Lincoln to see her husband Daniel Bigbce, a UNL profes-
sor of Animal Science, who wants to remain in Lincoln.She competed with more than 700 applicants from 92
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ABME
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE

By Abbie Hoffman, Introduction by Norman Mailer

Here's the word from the underground by one of America's most
famouspartriots. Hoffman's autobiography is far more serious than the
Clown Prince of the New Left would like to admit. His recollections
reveal his conscience and the most satisfying reflections of the 60's.
Softbound $6.95
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A SURGEON'S BOOK
OF HOPE

By Dr. William Nolen

America's best-know- n surgeon-autho- r

writes the most
book of a career

dedicated to saving lives;
the inspirational case histories
of people who were given up
for dead and lived. He brings
us up to date on the latest
lifesaving developments: the
advantages in machinery,
transplants, prosthetics and
drugs. He also gives the reader
invaluable advice on how to
minimize chances of heart
attacks, ulcers, and cancer.
Hardbound $12.95
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS
America and the Baby Boom Generation
By Landon Jones

For the seventy-fiv- e million babies born between
1945 and 1964 the largest generation ever born
in America this is your life. They made
the '50's a child-oriente- d society, the
'60's a period of stormy adolescence, and now, in
the '80's, their adult concerns have become
national obsessions. Blessed with affluence and
education, the boom children were a generation of
hope and idealism. Today they are a generation of
uncertainly, unsure about their role in society
and marriage.
Hardbound $15.95

BABY BOOM If
LandonY Jones

SUPERFUDGE
By Judy Blume
He knows a lot of big words,
but he doesn't know where babies
come from. He's Superfudge,
otherwise known as Farley
Drexel Hatcher. And, the
biggest pain ever invented.
Hardbound $7.95
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SHADOWLAND
By Peter Straub
Twenty years ago two friends spent their
summer vacation in a remote compound deep
in the woods of northern Vermont beside a
wide and fathomless lake...

They had come to forget dark dreams of
death and loss.

They had come to work. ..to work with a

master magician. ..to learn the nine
levels of magic.

They had come to become men.
One had come to protect the other,
Could they summon sufficient magic to

survive?
SHADOWLAND is a country of the imagination
Enter SHADOWLAND.
Hardbound $11.95
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THE LANGUAGE OF THE NIGHT
Essays on Fantasy and Science Fiction
By Ursula Le Guin

Four-tim- e Hugo Award-winnin- g author,
Ursula Le Guin now collects her science
fiction and fantasy criticism and essays

a body of literature absolutely
essential to an informed understanding
of the field as it is read, taught, and
written today. Le Guin is the foremost
woman of letters in the science fiction
field. This is a a major statement about
her work. It encompasses a representative
selection of her critical writings with
selections on her own background, on
her books, on writing, and on the future
of literate science fiction. This is
the book which thousands who have
studiedher work wilt need as a basis
for their studies. Softcover $4.95
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I A I LOVE BATH

By B,ythC AynC

A collection of
V poetry and

ft Jtt black and white
I ) photographs.

Softcover $2.00V

THE TENTH C OMMANDMENT

By Lawrence Sanders
Millions of readers would agree that Sanders
has an unsurpassed flair for creating
entirely convincing if occasionally offbeat
-- characters. This time, Sanders has outdone
himself on both counts' The unlikely hero
is Joshua Bigg, a moniker th.it, 'ie explains,
was "a Oke life played on me." since he stands
a mere 5'3" tall.
Hardbound $11.95
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Open Monday-Frida- y, 8-5:- Saturday, 9-5:- 30

Your Christmas Bookstore

ALCULATOH,
1 2th & R Streets in Lincoln Center 476--0 1 1 1AVE OO CAITVUITOM MOW


